


Indonesia is often seen as yet another emerging country, but once you 
start to uncover its unique  heritage of history, culture and tradition, 
you realise that it really is a powerhouse of art, dance, music, cuisine, 
and wellness that rival the best in the world and eclipse most.

The beginnings of this mastery of culture started with the extraordinary 
empires that flourished over the last two millennia.  The most powerful 
and influential was the Majapahit Empire which encompassed not 
only Java, but Bali and even parts of present-day Malaysia. Preceding 
the massive kingdom, Singhasari and Kadiri, also Java based kingdoms, 
were already developing which allowed the Majapahit artisans to 
blossom. And going back further, over on the much bigger but less 
populated island of Sumatra, the Srivijaya Empire was in full force. 
This was a Buddhist empire which developed complex technology 
utilizing maritime resources, and its economy became progressively 
engaged with the booming trade in the region, transforming it into a 
prestige goods-based economy. 

The extraordinary depth and breadth of these emerging cultures are 
closely entwined with local traditions. It is this which makes Indonesia 
one of the most diverse and colourful countries on the planet. A true 
statement that Indonesia is beyond wonderful. 

Powerful Indonesia.

AN ENTHRALING

HERITAGE



THE APURVA KEMPINSKI BALI

A MONUMENTAL
THEATRE 

The art of theatre  is a collaborative form of performing that uses live 
actors or actresses to present the experience of a real or imagined event 
before a live audience. The performers may communicate this experience 
to the audience through combinations of gesture, speech, song, music, 
and dance. Elements of art, such as painted scenery and stagecraft 
such as lighting are used to enhance the physicality, presence and 
immediacy of the experience. The place of the performance is also 
called "theatre" as derived from the Greek théatron, "a place for viewing". 
And so the magnificent The Apurva Kempinski Bali is also a theatre in 
which the guests experience the power of Indonesian culture through 
the stagecraft of every performer, every member of staff, to a  marvellous 
backdrop of art and architecture at its best.
They are welcomed by the giant gebyok carvings in the lobby, reflecting 
the contemplative ambiance of a Javanese pendopo. They are surrounded 
on every stage of their journey through the property by arts and crafts 
from nearly every province of the country. They are enthralled by the 
Grand Staircase that reflects the power and dignity of the Balinese 
Mother Temple Besakih. 
They walk through the groves of trees, watching the myriad of lights all 
around them, wondering at the monumental structure that welcomes 
them into its unique theatre of hospitality.   



Throughout 2022 we brought our guests on a wonderful journey of 
cultural and artistic exploration as we celebrated the diversity of Indonesia 
in our Unity in Diversity Experience. This brought the guests in 
direct contact with the arts and traditions of the seven main regions in 
Indonesia: Sumatra, Java, Nusa Tenggara, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, 
Maluku and Papua. And we did this throughout the resort, telling 
mythical stories, introducing cuisines and holistic treatments and 
showcasing craftsmanship through exhibitions and displays by selected 
top level artisans and artists. It was a journey that no-one wanted to 
end - so it hasn’t! 
We move seamlessly into 2023 and the Powerful Indonesia 
programme which builds on and encompasses the core principles of Unity 
in Diversity and adds to them through the extraordinary expertise and 
experience of our partners for the year:

• Dr. Oei Hong Djien, the largest collector of Indonesian modern and 
contemporary art in the world.

• Ari Bayuaji, Indonesian born contemporary artist

• Gus Agung Gunarthawa, Founder Samsara Living Museum

• Helianti Hilman, Founder of Javara which sustains Indonesia’s 
forgotten food biodiversity heritage

• Dr. Lawrence Blair, explorer, mystical seeker and anthropologist 
producer of the famed “Ring of Fire “ film series

And many more artists and creators, thinkers and do-ers, who you will 
find in this booklet, people who together make Indonesia a powerhouse 
of art, culture, tradition, heritage, cuisine and music.

APURVA KEMPINSKI
INVITES YOU TO BE PART OF
SOMETHING BIGGER



POWERFUL INDONESIA: 
2023 PROGRAMME

Ari Bayuaji
Indonesian born contemporary artist Ari Bayuaji has an intimate 
relationship with the ocean. An association that spans two decades and 
embraces two distinct viewpoints that brings major inspiration for his 
artwork. Ari’s vision reflects and amplifies The Apurva Kempinski Bali 
long-term objective. Through our 2023: Powerful Indonesia movement, 
we are proud to showcase Ari’s work and introduce it to a new and 
knowledgeable community. 

Cyril Kongo
Everything at The Apurva Kempinski Bali has been carefully curated 
to celebrate Indonesia’s cultural heritage and philosophy. As we 
celebrate the pillars of craftsmanship at the resort, we are proud to 
have the highly acclaimed international graffiti artist Cyril Kongo. 
Famed for his collaborations with Hermès, Richard Mille, Daum, La 
Cornue and Chanel, this world-class artist has created an avant-garde 
atelier on the highest floor of the resort. Inspired by the unity in 
diversity of this majestic resort, Cyril Kongo has discovered the 
perfect stage to bring his art and effortless savoir-faire to Indonesia.  

Gus Agung Gunarthawa
Founder of the Samsara Living Museum, he - and the museum - are 
dedicated to preserving Indonesian arts and culture. This is the integral 
commitment of Samsara Living Museum and encouraging the 
community to appreciate the diversity of Indonesia is embedded in its 
vision. Their vision is holistic and community oriented, and sustainable 
development plays a vital role and is a key priority in their business 
model.  We are delighted to have Samsara Living Museum as partners 
with The Apurva Kempinski Bali to pursue together our core objective 
through our 2023: Powerful Indonesia movement, to preserve the rich 
heritage of Indonesian art but also promote sustainability in all we do.

Helianti Hilman
Javara, which was founded and is run by Helianti is the flagship of PT 
Kampung Kearifan Indonesia, a company that works across the supply 
chain to sustain Indonesia’s forgotten food biodiversity heritage by 
delivering it to the national and international market. Javara offers a 
wide range of finest natural, organic, and artisanal food products 
originating from various regions of the Indonesian archipelago. Through 
partnerships with not only farmers and fisher but also foragers who find 
food sources in the forests, and food artisans. Javara’s founding and 
operational principles are exactly what we at The Apurva Kempinski 
Bali want to promote and adopt and through our 2023: Powerful 
Indonesia movement, we believe that working with Javara will open the 
eyes of the public and help to change patterns of consumption for the 
better.

Dr. Lawrence Blair 
There is a deep connection between Indonesia and Dr. Lawrence Blair, 
who has lived here for over 45 years and has been variously credited with 
being an explorer, mystical seeker and anthropologist. The ten-year 
production of the ‘Ring of Fire’ documentary series with his late brother 
Lorne, opened both national and international hearts to Indonesia’s 
cultural variety and transformational mysteries. It was a series not only 
about volcanoes, as the title might indicate, but about the extraordinary 
depth of Indonesia’s culture . We at The Apurva Kempinski Bali want to 
help keep these traditions through education, and  Dr. Blair will be 
sharing his deep knowledge to encourage all to join with our passion. 

Raul Renanda 
When it comes to art, the Indonesian artist Raul Renanda has long been 
known in the scene. From designing hotels and resorts, to participating 
in art exhibitions, his work features in various high-scale projects in 
architecture and interiors, as well as other art-based ventures. Raul’s 
impressive portfolio includes designing the major proscenium theatre 
'Teater Jakarta' at Taman Ismail Marzuki, Jakarta’s premier arts centre, 
25 years ago. He was also involved in creating the magnificent 
Sjuman+Renanda Concert Grand Piano – a grand concert piano. Only 
two of these currently exist in the world, and one of them is displayed in 
the resort’s lobby. We welcome Raul to inspire our guests and visitors 
with his creative wisdom.

Aksan Sjuman
Aksan is an Indonesian musician and film scorer, is also an arranger, 
actor and musician who has performed with many of Indonesia’s top 
bands. He is a former member of the very successful band Dewa 19 
where he was nickname Wong Aksan, to keel the W in Dewa! He is the 
son of the legendary Indonesian director, Sjuman Djaja, from his 
marriage to Farida Oetoyo, and before joining Dewa 19 had helped work 
on KLa Project's fifth album, then was introduced as the permanent 
drummer for Dewa 19 through the video clip "Cukup Siti Nurbaya". 
Previously, Aksan had helped make Humania's third album entitled 
Interaction (2000) and helped make Indra Lesmana's album Reborn 
(2000). In 1998-1999, Aksan joined Potret as a session drummer on the 
compilation album The Best of Potret : From Dawn to Beyond (2001). 
Aksan brings his musical talent to bring a new and dynamic perspective 
to Powerful Indonesia.

Anom Darsana and Astrid Sulaiman
These talented musicians and co-founders of Ubud Village Jazz Festival 
brought their jazz ensembles down from the hills and set up A Colourful 
Jazz Celebration by the Sea over the last year and now extend their vibes 
into the Powerful Indonesia programme 2023. Set in the marvellous 
dining venue The Reef Beach Club where inside the unique Java Joglo 
building or outside under breeze swept canvas, guests can enjoy 
international standard jazz from Astrid, Anom and their talented 
friends, as well as brilliant food and drinks, with a sea-side inspired 
barbeque right on the beach. Oh and before they settle in for the evening 
they can try the 42m infinity pool, the watersport activities and the 
cabanas. This is the cool side of Powerful Indonesia! 

OUR PARTNERS IN 2023 BRINGING 
POWERFUL INDONESIA TO LIFE

Dr Oei Hong Djien
Dr Oei Hong Djien is considered to be the largest collector of Indonesian 
modern and contemporary art in the world. He is the founder of The 
OHD Museum of Modern and Contemporary Indonesian Art which 
showcases his outstanding collection of more than 2,000 artworks 
including paintings, indoor and outdoor sculptures, installations and 
ceramics. The museum has been serving the Indonesian art scene as a 
platform for education and a source of information for research and 
publication. He is the icon of Indonesia’s craftsmanship. 
Dr Oei’s vision is in line with The Apurva Kempinski Bali’s philosophy 
in celebrating – and presenting -the diverse, rich cultural stories of 
Indonesia. We are proud to have Dr Oei as an integral part of our 2023: 
Powerful Indonesia movement of Unity in Diversity programme, we 
believe that his experience will help to deliver our objective to 
preserve Indonesia’s legacy through celebrating and understanding 
Indonesia’s extraordinary riches in the art field. 

Stephane Sensey 
Stephane is best described as an intuitive photographer whose 
work revolves around the connections between people and their 
environments, both natural and manmade. Raised in Biarritz, the 
famous beach town in southwest France, he studied in Spain and later 
took photography classes in the San Francisco Bay region. He would 
first cut his teeth in the world of professional photography after he was 
invited by photographer Mart Engelen as an editorial director for 
Biarritz, a book about his hometown, published in 2004. Intrigued by 
foreign cultures, Stephane started exploring the world in search of the 
images he wished to photograph. In 2004 he settled in Bali, which has 
been his main base for further explorations in the Indonesian Archipelago. 
Stephane’s evocative and sometimes extraordinary images capture the 
power of Indonesia on camera and collaborating with him brings great 
perspective to our programme.

Arie Siswanto
Arie founded the Bali Culinary Pastry School to give the opportunity to 
young Balinese to learn a skill, baking, that is so often imported to the 
hotels of Bali from cooking schools and restaurants around the world. 
This opened opportunities to them to learn and earn! 
In this collaboration with Bali Culinary Pastry School, The 
Apurva Kempinski Bali provides the stage for the students to grow, 
mentored by the Michelin-starred chefs of the resort, empowering 
young generation and bringing new skills to the culinary world. This is a 
truly important part of Powerful Indonesia because it does exactly that: 
empowers them to greater things. 
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operational principles are exactly what we at The Apurva Kempinski 
Bali want to promote and adopt and through our 2023: Powerful 
Indonesia movement, we believe that working with Javara will open the 
eyes of the public and help to change patterns of consumption for the 
better.

Dr. Lawrence Blair 
There is a deep connection between Indonesia and Dr. Lawrence Blair, 
who has lived here for over 45 years and has been variously credited with 
being an explorer, mystical seeker and anthropologist. The ten-year 
production of the ‘Ring of Fire’ documentary series with his late brother 
Lorne, opened both national and international hearts to Indonesia’s 
cultural variety and transformational mysteries. It was a series not only 
about volcanoes, as the title might indicate, but about the extraordinary 
depth of Indonesia’s culture . We at The Apurva Kempinski Bali want to 
help keep these traditions through education, and  Dr. Blair will be 
sharing his deep knowledge to encourage all to join with our passion. 

Raul Renanda 
When it comes to art, the Indonesian artist Raul Renanda has long been 
known in the scene. From designing hotels and resorts, to participating 
in art exhibitions, his work features in various high-scale projects in 
architecture and interiors, as well as other art-based ventures. Raul’s 
impressive portfolio includes designing the major proscenium theatre 
'Teater Jakarta' at Taman Ismail Marzuki, Jakarta’s premier arts centre, 
25 years ago. He was also involved in creating the magnificent 
Sjuman+Renanda Concert Grand Piano – a grand concert piano. Only 
two of these currently exist in the world, and one of them is displayed in 
the resort’s lobby. We welcome Raul to inspire our guests and visitors 
with his creative wisdom.

Aksan Sjuman
Aksan is an Indonesian musician and film scorer, is also an arranger, 
actor and musician who has performed with many of Indonesia’s top 
bands. He is a former member of the very successful band Dewa 19 
where he was nickname Wong Aksan, to keel the W in Dewa! He is the 
son of the legendary Indonesian director, Sjuman Djaja, from his 
marriage to Farida Oetoyo, and before joining Dewa 19 had helped work 
on KLa Project's fifth album, then was introduced as the permanent 
drummer for Dewa 19 through the video clip "Cukup Siti Nurbaya". 
Previously, Aksan had helped make Humania's third album entitled 
Interaction (2000) and helped make Indra Lesmana's album Reborn 
(2000). In 1998-1999, Aksan joined Potret as a session drummer on the 
compilation album The Best of Potret : From Dawn to Beyond (2001). 
Aksan brings his musical talent to bring a new and dynamic perspective 
to Powerful Indonesia.

Anom Darsana and Astrid Sulaiman
These talented musicians and co-founders of Ubud Village Jazz Festival 
brought their jazz ensembles down from the hills and set up A Colourful 
Jazz Celebration by the Sea over the last year and now extend their vibes 
into the Powerful Indonesia programme 2023. Set in the marvellous 
dining venue The Reef Beach Club where inside the unique Java Joglo 
building or outside under breeze swept canvas, guests can enjoy 
international standard jazz from Astrid, Anom and their talented 
friends, as well as brilliant food and drinks, with a sea-side inspired 
barbeque right on the beach. Oh and before they settle in for the evening 
they can try the 42m infinity pool, the watersport activities and the 
cabanas. This is the cool side of Powerful Indonesia! 

OUR PARTNERS IN 2023 BRINGING 
POWERFUL INDONESIA TO LIFE

Dr Oei Hong Djien
Dr Oei Hong Djien is considered to be the largest collector of Indonesian 
modern and contemporary art in the world. He is the founder of The 
OHD Museum of Modern and Contemporary Indonesian Art which 
showcases his outstanding collection of more than 2,000 artworks 
including paintings, indoor and outdoor sculptures, installations and 
ceramics. The museum has been serving the Indonesian art scene as a 
platform for education and a source of information for research and 
publication. He is the icon of Indonesia’s craftsmanship. 
Dr Oei’s vision is in line with The Apurva Kempinski Bali’s philosophy 
in celebrating – and presenting -the diverse, rich cultural stories of 
Indonesia. We are proud to have Dr Oei as an integral part of our 2023: 
Powerful Indonesia movement of Unity in Diversity programme, we 
believe that his experience will help to deliver our objective to 
preserve Indonesia’s legacy through celebrating and understanding 
Indonesia’s extraordinary riches in the art field. 

Stephane Sensey 
Stephane is best described as an intuitive photographer whose 
work revolves around the connections between people and their 
environments, both natural and manmade. Raised in Biarritz, the 
famous beach town in southwest France, he studied in Spain and later 
took photography classes in the San Francisco Bay region. He would 
first cut his teeth in the world of professional photography after he was 
invited by photographer Mart Engelen as an editorial director for 
Biarritz, a book about his hometown, published in 2004. Intrigued by 
foreign cultures, Stephane started exploring the world in search of the 
images he wished to photograph. In 2004 he settled in Bali, which has 
been his main base for further explorations in the Indonesian Archipelago. 
Stephane’s evocative and sometimes extraordinary images capture the 
power of Indonesia on camera and collaborating with him brings great 
perspective to our programme.

Arie Siswanto
Arie founded the Bali Culinary Pastry School to give the opportunity to 
young Balinese to learn a skill, baking, that is so often imported to the 
hotels of Bali from cooking schools and restaurants around the world. 
This opened opportunities to them to learn and earn! 
In this collaboration with Bali Culinary Pastry School, The 
Apurva Kempinski Bali provides the stage for the students to grow, 
mentored by the Michelin-starred chefs of the resort, empowering 
young generation and bringing new skills to the culinary world. This is a 
truly important part of Powerful Indonesia because it does exactly that: 
empowers them to greater things. 



Ari Bayuaji
Indonesian born contemporary artist Ari Bayuaji has an intimate 
relationship with the ocean. An association that spans two decades and 
embraces two distinct viewpoints that brings major inspiration for his 
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Cyril Kongo
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CULINARY DIVERSITY AT SELASAR 
DELI, PALA RESTAURANT, KORAL, 
REEF BEACH CLUB, AND BAI YUN

To say that the food of Indonesia is diverse is an oversimplification. 
Our food culture is shaped by our long history, our archipelagic 
form and extreme cultural variety. Every region has its own, very 
different ways of preparing their food, based on local ingredients 
and local tastes.
Throughout 2023, The Apurva Kempinski Bali, with its talented 
team of Michelin-starred background chefs, will continue its journey 
to become Bali's leading culinary destination for this delicious 
diversity. Highlights will be early Imperial Cuisines and Jamu, the 
all-heal elixir of Indonesia. When you dine at the resort, be 
prepared to go on a unique culinary journey throughout Indonesia’s big 
islands.

UNITY IN DIVERSITY



HOLISTIC TREATMENT AND
HEALING WISDOM AT APURVA SPA

The traditions of ancient Indonesian wellness started more than 2,000 
years ago and have evolved from generation to generation, and Javanese 
knowledge, which is called kawruh, remains in the form of traditions that 
are being passed down through generations, especially in the area of 
philosophy, traditional medicine, wedding processions and religion.

The Apurva Spa embodies this  holistic healing philosophy, combining 
time-honoured rituals and skillful techniques to create the most 
immersive spa experience in Bali. For every ritual designed for outer 
wellbeing, special programmes that nurture the inner self have also been 
curated, to celebrate the uniqueness of the seven big islands in Indonesia. 

We combine the healing rituals from Sumatra, Java, Nusa Tenggara, 
Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, and Papua with multi-day spa journeys 
tailored to personal needs and an extensive range of face and body 
treatments. We have created a programme of activities that nurture both 
body and mind, guiding you in harmony as you take your next steps on 
the journey of life. Highlights will include Awakening the Chakra Spirit, 
holistic treatments with different types of essences, oils and scrubs. 
We offer the ancient traditions of Indonesian wellness to bring you to a 
more peaceful life.



TRADITIONAL FAMILY GAMES AND 
STORY TELLING
AT JALAK FAMILY CLUB

We believe the traditional games of Indonesia, maybe the ones that the 
parents knew are still great fun for kids, big and small, who may never 
have seen them before! 
With the purpose of both entertaining and educating the kids, the 
Powerful Indonesia programme brings you culturally-themed traditional 
games and story-telling. Each game and story creating a fascinating 
interactive experience, bringing alive the family history of Indonesia.



CONCERTINI & IGNITE THE NIGHT
AT PENDOPO LOBBY

“If music be the food of love, play on”, as Shakespeare said, and we agree, 
and to bring the evocative and enchanting sounds of music to our guests 
we have created the ‘Concertini and Ignite the Night’ initiative. This is a 
nightly performance of light and music, in which the Main Lobby in the 
heart of the resort is transformed into a stunning showcase for young 
artists. 
In collaboration with talented musicians Raul Renanda and Aksan 
Sjuman, we provide the stage for young musicians to showcase their 
talent in a very grand public arena. And what better way to enjoy their 
sweet sounds than to have an afternoon tea soiree at the same time with 
the special sweet and savoury sensations of Selasar Deli, right in the 
main lobby.
This ‘sound and light’ series is part of The Apurva Kempinski Bali's 
efforts to foster budding performers who will carry the torch for the next 
generation of artists. With the majestic Pendopo Lobby as a stage, the 
Concertini showcases more than a performance, rather it is a celebration 
of the nation's identity.



POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

In line with our sustainability goals, The Apurva Kempinski has 
developed  a strong collaboration with the local communities and 
institutions that are in need of support and sustenance. The institutions 
that we work with are as follows

• Bali Culinary Pastry School which teaches budding cooks and 
chefs the art of baking

• Politeknik Negeri Bali whose education programmes we support

• Batam Tourism Polytechnic which teaches young people the 
basics of tourism

• Sumba Tourism Foundation again teaching hospitality skills but 
on the remote and impoverished island of Sumba 

• Bali Wise Foundation which teaches village girls hotel and 
restaurant skills that quickly get them good jobs here in Bali 

• Difalink where we provide equal opportunities in training to 
disabled under their care. 



APURVA KEMPINSKI ADOPTS
SUSTAINABILITY INTO
ITS LIFE AND OPERATIONS

There has been a great awakening at The Apurva Kempinski Bali 
as the realisation that we are not alone on the planet took firm hold 
of our senses, and we have embarked on at least a 5 year journey of 
improvement. We started small in 2020 with the establishment of a 
Hydroponic Garden on the roof, to bring fresh produce to the kitchens 
with no polluting transport at all. We sought guidance on how best to 
make our programme relevant not only to the environmental aspects of 
sustainability, but the cultural, and the social. We established the first 
Sustainable Wedding programmes, to counteract the huge waste that 
usually accompanies wedding parties. And we successfully brought 
sustainability under our Unity in Diversity umbrella.
2023 marks the beginning of our 5 year plan to activate our Brand Strategy 
Roadmap with sustainability at its core. This will encompass measuring, 
monitoring and improving all elements of ESG (Environment, Social 
and Governance) through the establishment of specific teams to address 
all these main areas. We will pursue top level certification and awards, to 
show to everyone our genuine commitment, making sure our guests, our 
employees and our communities are kept fully aware of what we are 
doing. 
We will align our programmes with the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and with the national “Decarbonisation  Program” which 
will start with the launch of our collaboration with Nissan on our Electric 
Vehicle Guest Experience. 

Powerful Indonesia has also got to be Sustainable Indonesia.



POWERFUL MONTHLY ACTIVITIES 

To bring our Powerful Indonesia Program to life The Apurva 
Kempinski Bali has prepared 12 thematic activations to promote 
the power of Indonesia through powerful people, our marvellous 
collaborators and partners.
We bring you music to inspire, craftsmanship from artisans whose 
heritage reaches back thousands of years, cuisine from the most 
modern, celebrated chefs to recipes diligently drawn from the primary 
forests of the archipelago, even sports that bring dynamic excitement 
to your experience.  

Exciting collaborations with famed art collectors, museum curators, 
artists and explorers are prepared, all of whom combine to bring you the 
deepest understanding of this great nation that we can present. 

Highlights will be the Unity in Diversity Festival in August, the 
Women’s Empowerment Movement in April, Global Wellness Day 
in June, and the launch of our Sustainability Campaign which will 
focus on our the Environmental, Social and Governance responsibilities 
of our hotel.



__ SOCIAL MEDIA __

G ET  C O N N EC T E D

TWITTER

@kempinskibali

FACEBOOK

The Apurva Kempinski Bali

INSTAGRAM

@kempinskibali

#powerfu l indones ia

WELCOME TO
POWERFUL INDONESIA,

WELCOME TO
THE APURVA KEMPINSKI BALI!
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